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This is a study of thinnings of point processes and random measures on the real line that satisfy 
a weak law of large numbers. The thinning procedures have dependencies based on the order 
of the points or masses being thinned such that the thinned process is a composition of two 
random measures. It isshown that the thinned process (normalized by a certain function) converges 
in distribution if and only if the thinning process does. This result is used to characterize the 
convergence of thinned processes to infinitely divisible processes, such as a compound Poisson 
process, when the thinning is independent and nonhomogeneous, stationary, Markovian, or 
regenerative. Thinning by a sequence of independent identically distributed operations is also 
discussed. The results here contain Renyi’s classical thinning theorem and many of its extensions. 
Point process thinning 
random measure compound Poisson process 
infinitely divisible process Markov chain 
1. Introduction 
A fundamental result on the thinning of point processes is as follows. Let l be 
a point process on the nonnegative real line R, that satisfies the weak law of large 
numbers [(t)/t 3 c as t--f 00. Here l(t) is the number of points in [0, t] and c is a 
positive constant. Assume that each point of f is retained with probability p or 
deleted with probability 1 -p, independently of everything else. Contract the time 
scale of the process of retained points so that p-l is the new time unit. Then as 
p -+ 0 the resulting thinned process converges in distribution to a Poisson process 
with rate c. RCnyi [19] proved this assuming 5 is a renewal process, and Nawrotzki 
[ 171 and Belyaev [2] showed that the renewal assumption is not needed. Thinnings 
of point processes are discussed in the texts by Kallenberg [ll] and Kerstan et al. 
[12]; related references are [2, 3, 8-10, 14, 16-19, 21-231. In Serfozo [21] it was 
shown that a large class of thinnings on the real line, including Renyi’s, can be 
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analyzed in terms of compositions of random measures. In the present study, we 
extend this approach to more complicated thinnings by introducing nonlinear 
normalizing functions for compositions that smooth out irregular dependencies and 
mass accumulations. Our setting is as follows. 
Let Jtl denote the set of nonnegative measures on %‘(R+) (the Bore1 c+-algebra 
of R,) that are finite on compact sets. Endow Ju with the vague topology: CL, 4 p 
in .& if If dp., +jf dp for each fg %:, the set of real-valued functions on R, that 
are continuous and have compact support (see [l, 111). A random measure 6 on 
R, is a measurable mapping from a probability space to Jll with its Bore1 c-algebra; 
when 5 is integer-valued, it is called a point process (see [ll, 121). 
Because of the natural linear ordering on R,, many thinnings of point processes 
and random measures on R, can be represented as compositions of measures as 
follows. For a random measure 5, define t(t) = ([O, t], t 2 0. The composition of 
random measures 77 and < is the random measure n 05 with n 04’(t) = n (l(t)), t 2 0. 
Denote this measure by 77 oc when l(t) = ct for some c 3 0. Now consider a point 
process < = xi”; 1 8, with points at 0 c r1 c 72 < . * - where 8, is the Dirac measure 
with unit mass at x (l(R+) = 00 for simplicity). Suppose f is thinned by a random 
mechanism, and define the random variable Xj as being 0 or 1 according as the 
point at rj is deleted or retained. (Any dependency on the Xj’s and rj’s is allowed.) 
Then the thinned process is 
where n = ~~==, Xl6i is the thinning process. We call this an ordered thinning because 
the Xi’s depend on the order of the points of 5. More generally, consider a random 
measure < on R,, and suppose the mass that 5 deposits is changed (decreased or 
increased) by a random mechanism. Define n as the random measure such that 
for each t 2 0, n(x) is the new mass in the interval [0, t] when the original mass is 
l(t) =x. Then the resulting mass on R, is given by 5 = 77 0s. Note that each bit of 
mass of IJ is changed by n depending on the order (starting from zero) in which 5 
deposits it on R,. Ordered thinnings and compositions are discussed further in 
Serfozo [21]. 
In this study we consider the convergence in distribution of thinned processes 
and measures of the form & = nn Oln, where qn converges in distribution to the zero 
measure. We actually consider the convergence of a normalization of 6” defined 
as follows. Let 9 denote the set of functions from R, to R, that are nondecreasing, 
right-continuous, and unbounded. For f E 9 we use its right-continuous inverse 
f(t) = inf{s 2 0: f(s) > t}, t 2 0 (1.1) 
as well as its usual inverse 
f-‘(B)={t: f(t)EB}, BE~~(R+). 
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We call a sequence fn in 9 a normalizing sequence if 
supf,(O)<o~ and Gr%f”(t)=O, 220. 
” 
We shall consider the convergence of the image measure 
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(1.2) 
which represents [,, after its underlying space has been transformed by f,,. We 
address the problem of finding a normalizing sequence f,, such that 5,, f i’ converges 
in distribution to a nondegenerate measure. This is analogous to the central limit 
problem of finding normalizing constants a,, and b, such that the partial sums 
(C;= 1 Yk - a,)/b, converge. Our fn plays the role of 6, ; a scale change of &f il, say 
c, in cdTnfil, would play the role of a,. 
In Section 2 we prove for a general composition & = nn 05” that if t satisfies a 
‘sequential’ weak law of large numbers and fn and g, are normalizing sequences 
that satisfy a certain technical condition, then t&f,’ converges in distribution if 
and only if n,g,’ does. This result contains Theorem 1 in Jagers and Lindvall [9] 
and Theorem 4.1 in Serfozo [21], which are for linear normalizing functions 
f”(t) = t/a,, and 5” independent of n. Nonlinear normalizations are needed for the 
nonstationary thinnings such as these in Walk 1231 and in some of our examples. 
In Sections 3 to 5 we apply our results on general compositions to various 
thinnings of the form 
m = 77n05n = Z X?&“,. 
j=l 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 respectively give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for &fi’ to converge to infinitely divisible and compound Poisson processes when 
the thinning variables Xnj (j 2 1) are independent. Theorem 3.4 gives sufficient 
conditions for tnf ,’ to converge to a Poisson process when the thinning variables 
are stationary. We present similar results in Sections 4 and 5 for thinning sequences 
that are regenerative, semi-stationary, Markovian, and a recurrent event stream. 
Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 5.2 contain results of Isham [8] and Brown [3] on 
thinnings by Markov chains and success runs in Bernoulli trials. 
In Section 6 we study sequential thinnings of the form & = 77” 0. . a OTJ~OTJ~ 06, 
where vl, n2,. . . are independent identically distributed thinnings. Theorem 6.1 
contains the main result of Mogyorodi [16] for renewal processes. 
2. General thinnings 
Here are our general results on the relation between the convergence of a thinned 
process and the convergence of its associated thinning process. Let 77, and 5” be 
random measures on R, defined on a common probability space, and set & = nn o&, 
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n 2 1. Let fn and g, be normalizing sequences, and let 5 and n be random measures 
on R,. Define C, = {t: P([{t} = 0) = l}, which is the continuity set of 5. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose 
Sn(fn)lC 3:c for any t, + Co, 
where (Y and c are positive real numbers. 
(a) If 77”g” -‘~~,andthereisah~JllsuchthatC,,uC~=R+and 
lim lim g,(afl,(t)“) = A(t), t E CTO~, 
a+c n-a 
then 
(&fnl, 77”gnl) -3 (77 “A, 77). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(b) If &fi’ 3 5, and there is a v E.A such that C, u C; = R, and 
then 
lim lim f,(a -““i”(t)l’m) = v(t), t E C,,“, (2.4) a-c n-cci 
(4%fn1, 77ng?) 3 (575 ov). (2.5) 
(c) If (2.2) and (2.4) hold for each t E R+, where h(t) is continuous and strictly 
increasing and v = i, then the following three statements are equivalent: 
(9 rlngZ1 3 17. 
6) (Lfi’, qng,‘) 3 (77 oh, 77). 
(iii) &,f,’ -% 77 oh. 
Remarks 2.2. (i) In Theorem 2.1 and in the results below, the dependency between 
n” and 5” is arbitrary. On the other hand, the normalized measure &f,’ is 
asymptotically just a normalization of nn. Theorem 2.1 holds when c is a random 
variable and additional assumptions are made to insure the joint convergence 
statement in remark (iv) below. 
(ii) Since f,, and g, converge to zero, fx and & converge to +03, and so n,,3 0, 
which is characteristic of a thinning. The [,, does not necessarily converge to 0 or 
to +a. 
(iii) When fn is continuous, &f ,’ is equal to & 01~. In some instances the behavior 
of .$,,fi’ can be anticipated by that of &, o{~. 
(iv) Our proof of part (a) proceeds essentially by showing that &, f ,’ is asymptoti- * 
tally equal to (nng;’ )o(gn o[” 0 fn) and that the latter converges to n 0 A. The second 
step, which is easier than the first, follows since 
(by (2.2) and Lemma 2.4), and (n, A) is almost surely in the continuity set of the 
composition mapping (see Serfozo [21]). Our proof of (b) has a similar form; and 
(c) is an immediate consequence of (a) and (b). 
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(v) Part (c) with (Y = 1 and f”(t) = g,(t) = t/a. contains Theorem 1 (for point 
processes) in Jagers and Lindvall [9] and Theorem 4.1 (for random measures) in 
Serfozo [21]. The results in these references do not apply to nonlinear normaliz- 
ations, which arise naturally in nonstationary thinnings. As an example, suppose 
that <,, is a renewal process with expected distance between points c-i, independent 
of n; and that the jth point of 5” is retained with probability Pnj and deleted with 
probability 1 -Pai, independently of other thinnings. Define fn such that 
f?%(k) = ? P”,, k=O,l,... 
j=l 
and fn is linear between integers. Assume that 
for each j, 
and 
I; Pnf/j$l pnj+a forsomea>Oandanyt,+a; 
consequently, f,, is a normalizing sequence. Then, by Corollary 3.3, [,&’ converges 
in distribution to a homogeneous Poisson process with rate c. (This is an application 
of Theorem 2.1 with (Y = 1 and g, = f,,.) 
(vi) Theorem 2.1 and the results below extend to processes on the entire real 
line by adopting the conventions in Serfozo [21]. 
Remarks 2.3. (i) In applying Theorem 2.1, say part (a), to a particular thinning, 
one would naturally try to choose a simple normalization g, such that T&’ 
converges, and then construct an f,, that satisfies (2.2). 
(ii) Note that the assumptionsonf, and g, in parts (a), (b) and(c) are satisfied when 
lim gn(afn(t)*) = h(a)t, 
“+oO 
(2.6) 
lim fn(ap”*” gn(t)l’a)=h(a)-lt, t20, “-00 
where h is a function from R, to R, that is continuous at c. Proposition 2.5 below 
shows that (2.6) holds when 
~~&fn(atn)lfn(fn) = a’, hl g,(at,)lg,(t,) = apla 
for any t, + 03, a > 0 and some p > 0, and 
lim fn(t)a/&(t) = 1, f 20. 
II-LX 
An example is f,,(t) = f/a,,, g,(t) = Pm’/a,, t ~0. 
(iii) While it is desirable to have f,, = g,, this is not always possible. 
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For our proof of Theorem 2.1, we shall use the following property of normalizing 
sequences. 
Lemma 2.4. Let h, be a sequence of nondecreasing functions from R, to R, with 
lim h,(t,)/tZ = c 
n-m 
for any t, + 00, 
where c and (Y are positive real numbers, and suppose for some t > 0 that 
lim lim g,(af”(t)“) =A(t). 
a-c n-m 
Then 
J$ g, (hn(i (t))) = A (t). 
Proof. Since fn (t) + co, then for F > 0 and sufficiently large n 
* W 
c-e ~h,(f,(t))/f,(t)~~c+e. 
Then because of the nondecreasing property of g,, 
gn((c-&)f71(t)“)~g”(h,(~(t)))~g,((c+F)~(t)a). 
Letting n + 03 and then F + 0 yields the assertion. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First note that for any p, y E Ju, f E 9 and s <t in R,, 
/&)J(t)) %P(s, fl< CLm,m, (2.7) 
CL(sJ)~P{u:f(s)<f(u)<f(t)I=Pf-l(f(s),f(t)), (2.8) 
/-+,t1~PLu:f(s)~f(u)~f(t)1=/-0f(s),f(t)1, (2.9) 
POY(t-)aP(Y(t-)-). (2.10) 
These inequalities follow directly from the definitions of i pf-‘, and p 07. 
To prove (2.3), it suffices by the properties of vague convergence to show, for 
anyaI<bI<. . . -=C ak < bk in C,,,, and f E C, that 
(&fi’(al, bll, . . . ,4%f;'bkr bkl, %g?f) 
3 (7 oh (al, hl, . . . , 17 OAbk, bkl, Vf). 
Here we write pf = j f dp for p E Jll and f E ‘%‘. We shall only prove this for k = 1, 
since the same argument applies for arbitrary k. To this end, choose a <b in C,,,, 
and f E C. Applying (2.7), (2.10) and (2.8) we have 
&fi’(a, bl~v,OL(~(a),~@)) 
(2.11) 
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where 
s, =gn(ln(fn(a))) and C =gnKn;l(fn@-)). 
Similar applications of (2.7), (2.10) and (2.9) yield 
5nfn1(a,bl~77n~~n[~(~),fn(~)l~77”gn’IS;1, GJ, 
where 
s,, =g,,([“(h(a)-)) and t, =gn(in(fn@))). 
Define 
D, =&fnl(a, W77&V~“, Ll. 
Subtracting vngi’ (s,, t,] from each term in (2.11) and (2.12), we have 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
By Lemma 2.4 we know that i” and s, converge in G@ to h(a), and &, and t, 
converge in ?J to A (6). Moreover, since C, u C;, = R,, the A (a) and A (b) are in C,,, 
by Lemma 2.2 in Serfozo [21]. An elementary property of vague convergence is 
thatifpnAp in&,u,+u andv,+v>u inR+,andu,vEC,,then~,(u,,v,]+ 
~(u, v] and pn[u,,, v,]-+ 0 when u = v (see Corollary 2.4 in Serfozo [21]). As a 
consequence of this, (2.13), and the supposition q,,g ,’ 3 7, it follows that D, 3 0 and 
(5”fi’ (a, 61, rl”df) = b7”d b”, Ll +Dn, ~“df) 
3 (77 oA (a, bl, rlf). 
To prove assertion (b), it suffices, as above to show for any a <b in C,,, and 
fEC that 
(‘Lfn’f, 77&3G 61) = (Lfi’f, &fnlb”, Ll+m) 
-3 Kf, e”vta, bl), (2.14) 
where 
s, =fJk%+N, L =f”(&%w) 
and 
~n=77,g,1(u,bl-5”f,‘(s”,t,l. 
Similarly to (2.1 l)-(2.13) we have 
77”g?(a, ~1~:77”GI~~L in@)) 
~~“05,(~“,(~“,(a)-),~~,(~“n(6)-)) 
e”fn’b”, Ll), 
77”gn’(~,~l~77n[Bn(~),k(~)l 
=3nsJ5n(k(d-L ~“(&(~)-)I 
‘rnfi’[S”, tnl 
(2.15) 
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and 
-&f;%nI~Dn Gf?M. 
Now assumption (2.1) implies that 
~“(u~--)/u:‘~ SC-“~ for any u,+oO. 
To see this, note that 
s”(&Ju”-)-1)=&~5”(5-(u”-)) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
and divide each term by f”(~,,-)~ and let II + co. Clearly (2.17), (2.4), and Lemma 
2.4 (withf,, and g, reversed) yield (s,, t,) 3 (v(a), v(b)). Then it follows that D, 3 0, 
which implies the convergence in (2.14). This proves assertion (b). Assertion (c) 
now follows from assertions (a) and (b). 
The next result gives sufficient conditions for normalizing functions to satisfy the 
assumptions in Theorem 2.1 (see Remarks 2.3). 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose fn is a normalizing sequence in 9such that 
,lj_m_ f,,(atn)/fn(tn) = $(a) for any t, + 00 and a E A, (2.18) 
where q? is a nondecreasing function from R, to R+ and A is a dense subset of R+. 
Then $(a) = a’, a > 0, for some p > 0, and 
lim fn(afn(t)) = a’t, a, t >O. (2.19) 
“_‘X 
Furthermore, the following three statements are equivalent for any (Y 2 0, a normalizing 
sequence g, E P-, and a positive function r on R+: 
(i) lim n+m fn(a&(t)“) = a”t(r(t)Y, a >O. 
(ii) lim .+mfn(&(tY) = t(r(t)Y, t 20. 
(iii) lim,,, &(t)a/fn(t) = r(t), t 30. 
Proof, The assertion that 1+4(a) = up, a > 0, follows similarly to the proof of the 
characterization of a regularly varying function on [5, p. 2751. By (2.18) it suffices 
to prove (2.19) for a = 1. Suppose this is false. Then there is a t and F > 0 such that 
(2.20) 
The last equality follows by (2.18), and the first two inequalities are based on 
f(f(t)-)CtCf(f(t)), tzO,fE9. 
But (2.20) is a contradiction, and so (2.19) holds. 
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The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows by (2.18). If (iii) holds, then (ii) follows 
since (2.18) and (2.19) yield 
lim fn(k(t)a)lr = !~~~"([~"(c)U/~(t)l~(t))lfn(~(f)) n-c.2 
= r(t)". 
Finally, suppose (ii) holds. If (iii) is false, then for a fixed t and 0 < e <r(t), there 
is a subsequence &,(f)a/f”k(t) that is bounded above by r(t)-& or is bounded 
below by r(t)+&. We shall consider only the first case, since the second case is 
similar. Under the suppositions, 
O=~_~Ifn,(~“,(t)(L)-f(r(f))pl 
2 iirr Mr(t))” -fn,((r(f) - e)&(t))} 
= t(Q)” -(r(t) -&)P) > 0, 
which is a contradiction. Thus (ii) implies (iii). 
Remark 2.6. Proposition 2.5 says that 
implication is not true: the functions 
(2.18) implies (2.19), but the converse 
satisfy (2.19) with p = 1, but they do not satisfy (2.18) for t, = n2. 
Remark 2.7. Note that if a sequence fn in 9 satisfies 
lim f”(t,,)/t” = c, 
n+ao 
for any t, + cc and some c # 0, 
then (2.18) and (2.19) hold, and hence so do (2.2) and (2.4), with (Y = 1 and g, =fn. 
However, fn is not a normalizing sequence: if it were, then we would have f, (f” (t)) + t 
_ * 
and fn (f” (t))/fn (t) + c, which is a contradiction. 
The next result is used for establishing the convergence of image measures (cf. 
[24, Theorem 5.51). 
Corollary 2.8. Suppose fn and g, are normalizing sequences that satisfy 
lim fn(&(t)) = /it g”(f”(t)) = t, t 30. n-cc 
Then q,,fZ’ 3 IJ if and only if q,g,l 3 77. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1(c) with c”(t) = t, t a 0. 
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3. Independent and stationary thinnings 
Let cn = xi”= 1 S,,, be a point process on R+ with 0 d 7, I 4 rn2 G * * * for each n 2 1. 
Assume that the point at 7,i is replaced by Xnj points, j b 1, where Xnl, Xn2,. . . 
are nonnegative integer-valued random variables on the same probability space as 
5”. Then the resulting point process (as described in the introduction) is 
(3.1) 
The dependency between 77” and f;l is arbitrary. Here and in the next two sections 
we study the convergence of [,,f,’ where fn is a normalizing sequence that satisfies 
(for simplicity of exposition) 
lim fn(af71(f))=at, a >O, t SO. (3.2) n-m 
In this section we consider the cases when the thinning variables Xnj (i b 1) are 
independent and when they are stationary for each n. 
In addition to the preceding notation, let 5 and 9 be point processes on R+. The 
process 5 is called infinitely divisible if for each integer k 2 1 there are independent 
identically distributed point processes 51, . . . , & on R, such that 6 %Jl+ * - * + &. 
And 6 is said to have independent increments if [(Bl), . . . , r(Bk) are independent 
for any disjoint bounded Bl, . . . , Bk in .%?(R+) (see [ll, Chapters 6 and 71). 
Here are our results for independent thinnings. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 
5”(t,)ltn 8 c for any t, + Co, 
where c is a positive real number, and that Xnj (j 2 1) are independent with 
(3.3) 
lim SUP P(Xnj>O)=O, t*O. 
n-00 j'j,(t) 
(3.4) 
Then 5” f ,’ 3 5 if and only if 
lim C P(X”j=m)=@u,(t), tECWmforsome~m~A%, m21. (3.5) 
n’CC j:f,(j)Gr 
In this case & 2 77 oc where q is infinitely divisible with independent increments and 
Laplace functional 
E(e- Ifdr?) =exp( -mzl IRA (1 -e-““‘))~,(dx)), f E g. (3.6) 
Proof. First let mj = Xmj8fn (i) and note that qnfil = Cj mj. Here &I, (“2, . . . are 
independent (single-atom) point processes that are uniformly null: 
lim Sup P([,,(t) > 0) G lim sup P(Xnj > 0) = 0, t 3 0. 13.7) 
n-a2 j n+co j-jm(r) 
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If (3.5) holds, then 111, Theorem 7.21 yields n,f,i 3 n, where n is as described; 
and so by Theorem 2.1 (with g, = fn), &fl’ 3 n oc. 
Conversely, suppose &fi’ a -+ 6, where 6 is some point process on R,. Then, by 
Theorem 2.1, n&l s[oc-‘. By [ll, Theorem 6.11 we know that 5 is infinitely 
divisible. Moreover, since n,,fi’ has independent increments for each n, then so 
does 5. Consequently, (3.5) and (3.6) follow from the last sentence in [ll, Theorem 
7.21. 
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 (for point processes) can readily be extended to random 
measures of the form & = CT==, X+5,,,, where Xnj are nonnegative real-valued 
variables: just use the canonical representation of infinitely divisible random 
measures in [ll, Theorems 6.1 and 7.21. Here and below, we assume for simplicity 
that fn and [,, satisfy (3.2) and (3.3), which are special cases of the general 
assumptions in Theorem 2.1. Our results, with obvious modifications, also hold 
with these more general assumptions. 
Note that Theorem 3.1 has no assumption on the structure of the limiting process 
5. The next result, in contrast, is a special case of Theorem 3.1 with the limit 5 
assumed to be compound Poisson. We call 5 a compound Poisson process with 
intensity w EA and atom distribution pm, m 2 1, if the atom locations of .$ form a 
Poisson process with intensity measure Al. and each atom has size m with probability 
Pm* 
Corollary 3.3. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then &f ,’ -% 5, where 
5 is a compound Poisson process, if and only if 
lim C P(X”j = m) =p+ (t), t E C,, (3.8) n-m j=l 
for some t.~ E Jtl and pm 2 0 with Cz=, pm = 1. In this case the compound Poisson 
process 5 has intensity ct.~ and atom distribution pm, m 2 1. If in addition 
f,(t) 
lim C P(X”j 32)=0, 
n-oO j=, 
then 6 is a Poisson process with intensity ct.~. 
The next result gives sufficient conditions for a stationary thinning to converge 
to a Poisson process. 
Theorem 3.4. Let .$,, = IF, XniSr,, be as in (3.1), and a, be in R+, n 3 1. Assume 
that [,, satisfies (3.3) and X,,j (j 3 1) is strictly stationary for each n. Then & Oan 3 5, 
where .$ is a homogeneous Poisson process with rate c, if the following conditions hold. 
(i) a,P(X,i=l)+l anda,P(X,122)+0. 
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(ii) For any n and finite sets J and K of positive integers with the distance between 
J and K greater than m, 
IP(Xnj=OforjEJUK)-P(X”j=OforjEJ)P(X”j=OforfEK)I~ 
s b(m, n), 
where b (m, n) is nonincreasing in m and b (m,,, n) + 0 for some m, + W with m,/a, + 0. 
(iii) 
a,/m 
lim supa, C P(X,ial,X,jsl)=O. 
m-m ” j=2 
Proof. From [13, Theorem 3.21, it follows, similarly to [22, Theorem 2.41, that 
77” Oan 3 [oc-l. Then, by Theorem 2.1, & Oan 3 5. 
4. Regenerative, semi-stationary, and Markovian thinnings 
Let & = ~“05~ = CT, X,,&,, be a point process as in (3.1) for each n 2 1. We 
shall now show that the convergence theorems in Section 3 extend to thinning 
variables Xnj (i 2 1) with regenerative, semi-stationary, and Markovian depen- 
dencies. 
Let Y be a point process on R, with atoms at each positive integer and zero 
mass elsewhere. We call Xj (i 2 1) regenerative over V, or over the random indices 
O=v(O)<v(l)<***, if the (random-length) vectors 
(~(k+l)-v(k),Xv(k)+l,...,Xv(k+l)), ks0, (4.1) 
are independent. If, in addition, the vectors are identically distributed, then this is 
the usual definition of a regenerative process. A recurrent Markov chain, of course, 
is a special case. We call Xj (i z 1) semi-stationary over v if the vectors (4.1) form 
a (strictly) stationary sequence (see [20]). Semi-stationary processes include many 
types of functionals of regenerative and stationary processes. 
For the rest of this section, let 
v,(k) 
xl= 1 X,,j, k 21, and 71: = : Xfksk. 
j=u,(k&l)+l k=l 
The qf is a condensation of the thinning process 7, in the sense that 
77:(t)=rl”(v”(t)+?“(t), ta0, (4.3) 
(here u,,(k) 3 k). The next result characterizes the convergence of the thinned 
process [“f,’ in terms of the convergence of the condensed thinning process n ff,‘. 
(4.2) 
Corollary 4.1. Suppose v, (k,)/k, 3 a p1 for any integers k, + CO, where a is a positive 
real number. Then 
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Consequently, if X,,j (j 2 1) is regenerative over vn for each n 3 1, then Theorem 3.1 
and Corollary 3.3, with Xc. and toa used in place of Xni and 6, apply to the 
convergence statement [“f,’ -% toa. Similarly, if Xnj (j 2 1) is semi-stationary over 
v, for each n 2 1 and the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 hold for Xzk:,, then &, oa,, 3 5, 
where 6 is a homogeneous Poisson process with rate ac. 
Proof. Two applications of Theorem 2.1 and the representation q f = ~“0 v, (recall 
(4.3)) yield 
&f,’ s[oac e qnfil s[oa e 7jffi1 =(q,Ov,)f,’ 36. 
This proves the first assertion. The two other assertions are immediate consequences. 
Here is an example of Corollary 4.1. 
Markovian thinning. Let & = qnO[,, be a thinning as in (3.1) that satisfies (3.3), 
where Xnj (j 2 1) is a Markov chain that has state space (0, l}, an arbitrary initial 
distribution, and (stationary) transition probabilities 
P(X”, = 1 IX”, = 0) = F”, P(X”, = 1 IX”, = 1) =pn. (4.4) 
Theorem4.2. IfP(X,~=l)+O,p,+pwhereO<p<lande,-,O,then&~e~’~& 
where 5 is a compound Poisson process with intensity p(t) = ct, t 2 0, and atom 
distribution pm-‘(l -p), m 3 1. 
Proof. Let v, be defined by v,(O) = 0 and 
v,(k)=min{j>v,(k-l):X,j=O}, kzl. 
Then Xfk = v,(k) - v,(k - 1) - 1. Because of the Markovian property, (v,(k) - 
v/n (k - l), X$ ), k 3 2, are independent and identically distributed. From the asser- 
tion in Corollary 4.1 concerning Corollary 3.3, we know that to prove & 0~;~ %.EJ 
it suffices to show 
and 
v,(k,)/k, 3 1 for any integers k, -+ 00, 
[I/F”1 
C P(X$ =m)+pm-l(l-p)t, t>O, 
k=l 
where [x] is the integer part of x. 
To this end, let -y,, = v, (2) - v,(l). Using elementary reasoning we have 
P(Y”=m)= 
I 
1-E” for m = 1, 
&lap” m-2(1-p,) for m 22, 
Eyn = (1 -pn + ~,)l(l -p,), Var 7” = ~(1 +pn -~,)/(l--p~)~, (4.7) 
P(x:, = mlXnl=O)=enp~-‘(l-pn), mal. (4.8) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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Now choose any k, + a, and consider 
v,(k,)lk, = .Wk, +Em (4.9) 
where Z, = v,, (k,) -k, E-y”. By Chebyshev’s inequality and (4.7), we have for each 
x>o 
P(lZ,,/>k,xIX,i=O)~(k,x))*E(Z:IX,,i=O) 
= (k,x)-‘((k,, - 1) Var yn + (1 - Em)*) + 0, 
and so 
Using this and Ey, + 1 in (4.9) yields ~,(k,)/k, 3 1. In addition, (4.6) holds since 
for any t > 2~,, 
[t/F,1 
1 P(X,#, =m)=P(X,1=O)e,p~-‘(l-p,)+P(X,1= l)$_‘(l-p,) 
k=l 
+([flGJ- lh?prl (1 -PA 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.3. Using another approach, Isham [8] proved Theorem 4.2 with the 
additional assumptions that Pn =p and X”j (j 2 1) is independent of c,, and is 
stationary: its initial distribution is the limiting distribution 
lim P(X,, = 1) = 
I 
(1-p)(l-p+c,))l for i=O, 
j-m &,(l -p +eJl for i=l. 
She also extended this to k-dependent stationary Markovian thinnings. Since these 
thinnings are regenerative processes, our results also apply to them. 
Example 4.4. A Markovian thinning of a renewal process. Let 5 be a renewal 
process with successive interpoint distances Zj (j 2 0) whose distribution is F, which 
has mean c-l. Suppose there are positive numbers a,, +O such that O<F(a,)-+ 0. 
Assume that the jth point of i is retained if max{Zj_l, Zj}C a, and is deleted 
otherwise. Then the retained points are given by & = 77, o<, where qn = C,“= i XnJj and 
1 
1 
Xnj = 
if maX{Zj_l, Zj} S an, 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly Xnj (j 2 1) is a Markov chain with 
P(X,,, = 1) = F2(an) + 0, 
e, =P(X,,= 11X,, =O)=F*(a,)/(l+F(a,))+O 
and 
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Then by Theorem 4.2, & 0 F ,’ converges to a homogeneous Poisson process with 
rate c. Similar rare configurations of renewal processes are discussed in Jagers and 
Lindvall [9]. 
5. Thinning by retaining points of recurrent events 
Let & = n,o& = C,” I X,,,&,, be a point process as in (3.1). Suppose that each Xnj 
takes on only the values 0 or 1 and let v,(O) = 0 and 
V,(k)=min{i>v,(k-1):X,=1}, ksl. 
Then the thinning process can be written as 
rln = F Xnjaj = Z Sun(k). (5.1) 
j=l k=l 
Assume that v,(k) - v,(k - l), k 2 1, are independent and identicahy distributed. 
This means that nn is a recurrent event process as in [4, Chapter XIII]. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose there are constants a, + CD such that 
a,‘<,(t) 3 t, t 20. (5.2) 
Then &, 3 5, where 5 is a homogeneous Poisson process with unit rate, if and only if 
lim P(v,(l)>a,t)=e-‘, ta0. 
n+oO (5.3) 
Proof. Since & = (q,oa,)~(a,‘l~) and (5.2) holds, then by Theorem 3.2 in Serfozo 
Dll, 
&St e 77nOans,5. (5.4) 
Now %,Oa, =c;f=~ &,(k)/o, is a renewal process. It is well known (cf. [9]) that a 
renewal process converges to a Poisson process with rate CK if and only if its 
interarrival time distribution converges to an exponential distribution with mean 
CY -I. Applying this here, we have 
v,oa, 36 H (5.3) holds. 
This and (5.4) yield the assertion. 
Here is an example of Theorem 5.1. 
Thinning by success runs in a Bernoulli process. Let Yr, Yz, . . . be a Bernoulli 
process with P( Y1 = 1) = p. Let r,, be a positive integer and define V, (0) = 0 and 
v,,(k)=min{jsY,(k-l)+r,: Yj~‘n+l=...=Yj-l=Yj=l}, ksl. (5.5) 
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That is, y,(k) is the time of the kth success run of length r, in the Bernoulli process. 
Define 
x = 1 if i E {h(l), h(2), . . .l, 
n, 0 otherwise, j 2 1, 
and, as above, consider the thinning 
6% = 77” ot = I? X”,&“, of l* = : a,,, by in = F Xn$j = f S,,,(k), 
j=l j=l j=l k=l 
This ,.& depicts the points of &, that are retained at epochs of success runs of length 
r, in the Bernoulli process. 
Corollary5.2. If (5.2) holds, r,, +a, and (1 -p)pr-l”(t) 3 t, t ~0, then& 3 & where 
5 is a homogeneous Poisson process with unit rate. 
Proof. It suffices by Theorem 5.1 to verify (5.3) with a,’ = (1-p)prn. But this 
follows, since by the ideas in Section XIII.7 of Feller [4] 
P(v,(l)>a,t)=(l-p)~‘(l-p~,)(l+r,(l-x,))-’x~~”~’~-~ +0(l) 
+ e-’ as n+cO,tSO, (5.6) 
where x, = 1 +a,’ +o(ai’) is the root of V”(s)= l-s +(l-p)p’~‘“+’ with the 
smallest absolute value. The first line in (5.6) follows from Feller’s (4.8) on p. 276 
and (7.17) on p. 326 applied to 
E(s”~“‘) = (1 -(p~)~~)/V,(s); 
the form of x, follows from his (7.19) on p. 326; and the convergence follows since 
r,a, -l-+0 andxz”+e. 
Remark 5.3. Von Mises as well as Feller [4, see p. 3411 proved t(l) 2 ((1) when 
l”(t) = t by different approaches. From its proof, you can see that Corollary 5.2 
also holds if p is replaced by pn and r,,p> (1 -p,) + 0. Using a martingale approach, 
Brown [3] proved Corollary 5.2 with the additional assumption that Y1, Y2,. . . is 
independent of 5”. This independence is not needed since & = (77” oan)o(a nlln) and 
the processes in parentheses are asymptotically independent. Thinnings by other 
rare configurations of Bernoulli processes, as in [4, Chapter XIII], can be defined 
as above by replacing (5.5) with 
v,(k) = min{j > v,(k - 1): (Y+(k_l)+l, . . . , Yj-1, Yj) E A”}. 
Here A, is a particular set of configuration of O’s and l’s such that points of S,, are 
retained when A, occurs and are deleted otherwise. The thinning problem then 
reduces to establishing the convergence of Y, (1). 
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6. Sequential thinning 
In this section we study the convergence of thinned processes and measures that 
are a result of a sequence of independent identically distributed thinnings. 
Our first result is for point processes. For this, assume that 5 is a point process 
on R, and that 
are independent, identically distributed recurrent event processes as in the last 
section. Suppose that f is sequentially thinned by ni, 772r . . . in the sense that at 
stage n the thinned process is 
5n = 77,05XP1 = nno* . .~772~7?1~5, n 3 1, (6.1) 
where so = 5. That is, if .$_i has points located at 0 c T; 9 T; d. . * , then & has 
points at 0 c Trmcl, c TZ”(2j c. * * . Note that the point at Ty is retained if Jo 
{v,(k): k 3 1) and is deleted otherwise. Consequently, the numbers of points deleted 
between successive points that are retained are v,(k) - v,(k - 1) - 1, k z 1, which 
are the independent identically distributed interevent times of nn. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that 
<(t)/tac as t+cO, (6.2) 
where c is a positive real number, and that 771, 772, . . . are independent, identically 
distributed recurrent event processes with mean interevent time m > 1. Then 
6,, omn 3 &oc, there 5 is a renewal process on R+ whose interpoint distances have a 
Laplace transform 4(s) that is the unique solution of 
4(s)= f 4(slm)kP(v1(1) = k) and 4’(O)= -1. 
k=O 
(6.3) 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we know that to prove 5” Om” -% &oc it suffices to show 
77n0’ * .o~lom n 3 5. To this end, first note that ~~077 1 0 m 2 is a renewal process with 
points at locations u1(v2(j))/m2, js 1, and in general ~“0’ . .OqlOrnn is a renewal 
process with points at 
Tnj = v~(vZ(* . * v,(j) . * *))/m”, j2 1. 
Furthermore, T ,,I ~Z,,/m” where Z,, is a standard Galton-Watson branching 
process with mean m. It is well known that 2,/m” is a martingale, which converges 
with probability one to a random variable 2 that has Laplace transform q5(s) that 
satisfies (6.3) (see Harris [7]). Consequently, T,, 32. That is, the interpoint 
distribution of the renewal process n,o * . ‘077~ orn n converges weakly to the inter- 
point distribution of the renewal process 6. Thus n,, 0. - - 077~ om” 3 5. 
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Remark 6.2. Mogyorodi [16] proved Theorem 6.1 with the additional assumptions 
that 5 is a renewal process and ql, q2,. . . are independent of [. 
We now consider sequential infinitesimal thinnings 
requires the use of inverses of measures. The inverse p 
is defined by 
~-‘(a, b]=c(b)-&(a), a <b in R,. 
of random measures. This 
’ of p EJH with p(R+)=m, 
Equivalently, I_L -’ is the image measure Ap-l, where A is the Lebesgue measure; 
see Serf020 [21]. 
Lemma 6.3. Let q and 6 be independent random measures on R, such that q(R+) = 
l(R+) = ~0 and q-l(O) = l-‘(O) = 0 as. Suppose the left-continuous process L(t) = 
~(f-), t 3 0, is equal in distribution to (77 (t): t 2 0). Then 
(770&2[-1077-1. (6.4) 
Proof. First note that [-l~n-’ = l-‘Lp’ since 
L-lOq-l(a, b] = [-‘{x: q-‘(a) <x s q-‘(b)} 
=[-‘{x:a<~(x-)sb}=l-‘Lp’(a,b], a<b inR+. 
(6.5) 
Choose f E %. A well-known change-of-variable formula for Lebesgue integrals is 
J 
f(r) dK’(r) = 
I 
f(g(r)) d@(r) (6.6) 
for any p EJZ? and g for which the integrals exist. Applying (6.6) to CL-’ =A/--’ 
we have 
I 
f(r) dp ?r) = 
I 
f(p (r)) dr. (6.7) 
Now using (6.5)-(6.7) and the assumptions, it follows that 
I 
f(r) d(n oi)-‘(r) = 
I 
f(n (t(r))) dr = 
I 
f(n (r)) di-‘0) 
zz Q j-f(U)) d&) = j f(r) dt-‘L% 
= f(t) d(lP1+)(t). 
I 
Thus (6.4) holds. 
Here is our result for sequential thinnings of random measures; it is analogous 
to Theorem 6.1 for point processes. 
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Theorem 6.4. Let land q, be random measureson R+ and define & = vnO* . *or~105, 
n z 1:Suppose (satisfies (6.2); the qI, 772, . . . are independent, identically distributed; 
and q ;’ has stationary independent increments with 77 ;’ (0) = 0 a.s., m = Eq ;’ (1) > 1, 
and 
We -rnT”l)) = exp- [Om (1 -edsx) d&(x). 
Then &, 0 m” 3 cot, where 6 is a random measure on R, such that 5-l has stationary 
independent increments with 
E(e-“’ 
-1 
‘l)) = e-*‘” where $(s)=iy(l-e-“)dh(x) 
is the unique solution to 
G(S) = loa (1 -e-ti(s’m)x) dw(x) and 4’(l) = 1 
Proof. Lety,=~n0..~O~10m”.Toprove~~~m”~,5~c,itsufficesbyTheorem1.2 
to show yn -% 6. By an induction argument using Lemma 6.3 it follows that 
and the last process has stationary independent increments, for each n 2 1. Now 
Z, +;L.. eon;‘(l), n z= 1, is a continuous-state branching process with 
E(Z1 ~Zo = 1) = m > 1. As in the discrete-state branching, it is well known that 
m-“Z,, -+Z as., where 4(s) = -log E(epSZ ) is as in the assertion. Consequently, 
7;’ (1) 2 t-‘(l). Moreover, since yii has stationary independent increments, then 
by the theorem on [6, p. 4801 ynl s[-‘. Finally, by the continuity of the inverse 
operator (see [21]), since t-‘(O) = 0 a.s., we have y,, s 5. 
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